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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Leonardo Andre :Sinns~ VP, C.W.A. 
9416, Linda McCollum, President, 

, CVA 9415, 

Complainants " 

vs. 

Pacific Telephone and Telegraph 
Company, 

i Defend'ant. 
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Case 83-08~O;' , 
(Filed August 8, 1983) 

orJ)!::R. DElnIHG COl1PLA.INT 

COl:l:plainants Binns and McCollum are, respectively, the Vice 
President and the President of Communications Workers of America . 

• ooal 9416, in Bakersfield. Defendant is a public utility telephone 
corporation subject to our jurisdiction. 

The complaint states that defendant enga,ged in sup,ervisory 
monitoring of a telephone operator named Lawrence Littler in 
violation of our previously established o'rders on the subject, and 
then wrongfully used the information from such monitoring to suppor~ 

, I 
disciplinary action against Littler. The complaint' prays that, : 

·1 . , , 

defendant be fined and that the Commission order defendant not to 
discipline Littler • 

. Attached to the complaint is a photocopy of a performance 
review dated March 11, 198; signed by a group manager name,d Helen 
Harp. This two page handwritten document sets forth with particulars 
the action of Littler in dealing with a telephone customer on a.n 
operator-assisted call. According to the document, Littler used a 
discourteous tone of v:oice and after SOme discussion the customer 
said he would ~orget the call. According to the document, Littler 
then did not release the call but placed the customer on permanent 

• . . 
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~h~ld, and when the customer, about two minutes l~ter, picked up the 
phone to ,call a.gain, he got Littler for anoperato~, and, tittler 
agai:. u.sed ~he discourteous to::e with the' customer.. The rev:!:e·1' 
!urthe:, states tha.t after the second contact between Littler and the 
custocer, Littler completed the call and then sta.yed on the line' and 
listened to it. '!:he review cor..cludes 'by the· statement that Littler 
·,.,as interviewed, told that disciplinary action would be taken against 
~.:, and that' he ·,.,a8· 'being sus3)en'ded without pay pe-nding 
i::vestige.-e-ion. ~he outcome of the' subsequer.t" i:lvestigat-ion(.i! any) 
is not included in the l:!.aterial !or..rarded with the. ~ompla1nt. 

In most of the per!ormance r.eview, the commer.t of either 
the customer or the operator are paraphrased. ~here are, ,however, 
17"'0 c;,uotations,' one attributing :emarks to the operator 3.nd 'the other 
quoting the customer. 

CO::lplainant3 claim tha:t the acti?ns of defendant violate 
our p:,evious orde:,s on the subject. Zhey cite Pacific Tel .. & Tel .. 

• 

~ (1971) 72 CP!TC 78, as hole.ing t'hat' t~lephone compa:n:!.e-e·, r:!a'l not Use 
~c':-::at~o~ c.e:-:;vec. ~:,om supe:-visorj mom torl::.g.' to su,~port' . . 
disc:!.pli~a:-y action. ~heY' ~so pOint out that "Jle require a c!?-eckl1s-: 
:!o:-: ::or supe:,viso:j" monitorinq, and ha.ve- ruled tr.at dire~ q'tlotations 

should not be taken down at the time of supervisory monitoririg~ 
De!enc.ant's answer moves ,to dismiss the complaint. 

De~er..~ant ac.:its thet group manager Earp prepared the handwritten 
su.t:l:la:'j re!erred to above, but that this wa.s not, done at the time of' 
'the :onito:':!.=.S .. when a standard. checklist :t"or: was used. 

I~ its ans""'er the defe:'ld3llt states that' in its opinion, 
Little,r 's conduct was' extreme and that he should not escape 

" 

d:!.sc!pl1ne even assuming a technical violation of our rules .. 
, . 

Atter reviewing, the complaint and the' answer, the 
administ:'ati ve law judge (ALJ) wrote to the parties reques.ting the 

actual record 0:' records of the supervis.ory mon1to:ring (the checklist 
for: attached to the a:zwer was a blank exemplar and not the 
checklist form actually used ) • In response to the let,tel" ,de!'er.d2.nt 

.sent t~e ALJ and complainants a. declaratio,n under . penalty 0'£ perjury 
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of Helen J. Harp which, in summary, states that she performed the 
supervisory monitoring in question on March 11, 1983, that she'used 
the standard checklist form but then destroyed it as required by 
defendant's rules. The decla.ration further states that Harp prepared 
the narrative summary subsequent to the observation and .to her 
discussion with Littler, in anticipation that he would file a 
grievance (although the summary does not· indicate that Littler made 
any comment that he intended to do so.) 
Discus.sion 

The documentation shows that Pacific has very narrowly 
stayed within our rules, and for this and other reasons which will be 
discussed this case should be dismissed. However, because of the 
particular actions of the group manager and our past rulings, som~ 
comment is neces$ary~ 

In Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co. (1977) 83 CPUC 149,155-181, the 
I 

subject of defendant's supervisory and administrative monitoring was 
exhaustively considered. As a result of the eVidence we allowed 
de!endant and other telephone corporations to continue to monitor 
operator-cus,tomer (not customer-customer) conversations wi tho'Ut a%) 
audible warning signal, but required a printed notice in telephone 
directories. We commented (Pl'. 178-179): 

"W~ believe that supervisory and administrative 
monitoring are valuable tools in maintaining 
quality of service, and the elimination of the 
practice (or rules that would make monitoring 
valueless) would work a reduction in service 
quality. Pacific, being a very large 
corporation, must hire employees for its t·raff"1c 
department in large numbers. Even the best 
prelimina.ry screening procedures will not 
eliminate all thos-e who do not have the skills or 
the temperament to be good operators. Hearing 
only one side of the conversation (the 
operator's) does not furnish a supervisor with 
adeq'Uo.te evaluative information. 

"We agree with :?a.cific's witness· Morse [a district 
manager] that monito·ring such persons 'on notice' 
(however effective it may be in the business 
office sector where there are more experienced 
employees) is unsuitable as the sole tool for 
measuring operator performance in the· traffic 
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sector. Nor do we accept TURN's argument that it 
is basically new employees that need to be weeded 
out and that the experienced employees usually 
perform satisfactorily. Pacific logically pOints 
out that while some people are slow starters and 
improve gradually, others come to a. new job 
highly motivated and then, over the course of 
years, get bo,red and restless and become a. 
problem. " : 
As a result of the evidence we required defendant to change 

from a su.pervisory monitoring form which allowed narrative comments 
to a form consisting of checklists only. Our discussion lea.ding to 
this action on our part (8:; CPUC 179-180) is as follows: 

"As previously mentioned, our rules which, exempt, 
supervisory monitoring trom requirement ,of notice 
to all parties to a communication that tlonitoring 
is taking place, also require that the monitoring 
be conducted 'without the making of any written 
notation or any record of the contents, 
substance, purport, effect of meaning of any 
conversation which may have been heard during 
said supervisory monitoring'. We agree with TURN 
that some Violations have taken p12.ce, and at 
least some of the time, the speCific qu.otat1ons 
have turned up subsequently as testimony, or a 
summary thereof, at a grievance hearing, requested 
by the employee. For example, in Exhibit, 100" 
the notation made at the time of. the observance 
was that the operator 'called the customer a 
name'. Later, at the hearing, it was, stipulated 
that the word used was 'stUPid'. 

"The direct purpose of our rule was to govern 
notations made at the time of the observance. 
However, we do not believe that the above quoted 
rule means (1) that no record whatsoever ot an 
operator's oonduct may be made,. or (2) that if an 
operator filed a grievance and raises the issue 
of his or her conduct, that the operator's 
improper language, if remembered by the 
supervisor, may not be quoted at a subsequent 
grievance,hearing. (We see no reason to, ~uote 
the customer, as was done in Exhibit 103.) 

"We interpret our rule to mean that at the time, of 
the observance, there may be no quotations, and 
descriptions of the conversation must be a.s 
general as possible. This apparently imposes no 
hardship on supervisory personnel. Pacific's· 
witness Eich [a supervisor] when she was asked 
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how she would handle such la.nguage, indicated 
that she would merely place on her review sheet 
that she heard the operato'r use improper language 
or address a customer rudely, or words to that 
effect. Certainly there are not so many 
operators swearing at customers that it ,would be 
impossible for a supervisor to recall later with 
adequate accuracy what the operator sa.id if a 
supervisor ~a.de a general notation to the effect 
that an operator used vulgar or profane language 
with a customer. While a strong argument may be 
made that the quotation of' a brief expletive or 
vulgar language on the part of the operator ought 
to be conSidered outside the rule, we believe 
that once it is decided that something may be 
quoted at the time of the observance, there will 
be difficulty in deciding what may be quoted and 
what may not, and the rule will break down.~' 
A footnote (pp. 179-1.80) amplified the discussion as 

"We must distinguish between what protection is 
appropriate for the operator and for the , 
customer.. If an operat,or initiates a grievance, 
the language used by the operator is placed in 
issue. It would be unjust to interpret our ,rule 
as a 'gag order' forbidding a supervisor from" 
stating, at a grievance hearing what the operator 
said, when the operator has placed the propriety 
of his or her conduct in issue. Furthermore,to' 
quote the operator's improper lenguage at such a 
hearing does not necessitate a quotation, or close 
paraphrase of the customer." 
Turning to the allegations of the complaint, and the 

assertions in Harp's declaration, since the nota.tions of Littler',s 
remarks were not made at the time of' the observation" they are not 
technically the notations that come within our rule. However, we 
consider it poor practice and violative of"the spirit of'the rule to 
make two pages of detailed na.rrative notes of the conversations on 
the very day th:l.t the observation took place in anticipationo:f" a ' 
grievance.. The simple and straightforward reading of the discussion 
and footnote on this subject is that, first, such' action, may not be 

, , 

taken until the operator, places his or her conduct in issue by 

initiating a grievance, and, second, even in that event there shall 
• be no quotation or close paraphrase of the customer .. , 
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• 
We note in this connection Harp's claim in her declaration 

that the remarks in quotations are actually paraphrases. This is 
difficult to accept since so much else in the performance report is 
paraphrase withotl:: quotation re1:l3%'ks. It is also- hard to 'I.1nderstand 
how the vulgar laconism attributed to the frustrated customer could 
possibly be a paraphrase of any other language. In any event, ,close 
paraphrase of the custome:r, as well as quotation. is p'roscribed. 

We conclude'that conduct of the defendant was, as, to 
Littler. within our rules (although narrowly so) and therefore 
cocplainants are not entitled to: the ;t'elief requested. 

We should also point out that our 1977 decision cOtlIClentecl 
upon our disinclination to entertain "grievance" complaints ,based 
upon a violation of our orders but directed at the relationship 
between one supervisor and a subordinate (83 COUC at 177). Here, 
the complaint ,concerns one operator, one manager, and one incident . 

• nat sort of dispute should be handled by the available grievance 
process. 

nowever, to prevent the type of circumvention practiced by 
, " ' . . 

the group manager on the occasion in', issue, we' will emphasize'that we 
consider the practice of completing narrative reports ~tn such 
detail in anticipation of a grievance to be contrary to the 

• 
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I' 
discussion and footnote quoted above from pages 197-180 of our 19.77 
decision. Such a practice. if widely followed, would lead to the" 
simple substitution of one form for another <the performance review 
for the checklist). This is not a statement on our part that a 
supervisor or manager cannot co~lete a performance review in 
anticipation of a grievance. or for any other reason~ but that a 
customer should never be quoted or closely paraphrased in sucil a 
document, and that the operator should not be quoted or closely 
paraphrased when no, grievance is actually pending. 

'tole will order defenciant to interpret our previous ruling in 
this manner, and to· notify lMnagerial and supervisory personnel of 
this interpretation. 
Findings of Fact, 

1. Complainants are union officials; defendant is a public 
~utility telephone corporation under our jurisdiction; one lawrence 
~ittler, is the real party in interest. 

2. On March 11, 1983, defendant' s group manager Harp monitored 
two conversations between Littler. an operator, and a customer, as 
well as cer'tain other conduct on Littler's part. ShepX'operly used 
the checklist form provided for the purpose. but then., later the sa'Ce 
day and after interviewing Littler. she comp·leted a handwritten 
narrative performance review tw~ pages in length containing 
parat:'hrases and quotations of remrks by Littler and the telephone 
customer. 

3. At the time of the interview, Harp told Littler h~ was 
suspended without pay pending investigation. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. Our discussion of monitoring practices in Pa'cific Tel. & 

Tel. Co. (1977) 83 CPUC 149, 155-181 proscribes written quotation or 
close pa.raphrase of a monit~red telephone customer, either. at: the 
ti::e of monitoring. or afterward on a performance review or ~the:, 

.. 
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2. That discussion e.1soproscribes written quotation or close 
paraphrase of the monitored operator at the time of the conversation, 
or "thereafter on a performance review or other document, unless the 
operator first places his or her conduct in issue by- commencing a 
grievance. 

3. Defendant should be ordered to notify-its supervisory ane 
ma.nagerial personnel of. the ruling in this decision as set forth in 
the order. 

4. Other relief shouJ.d be denied, andi this 'complaint should be 

denied. 
ORDl:R - - - --

I~ IS ORDERED that: 
1. Defendant shall interpret our holdings on monitoring 

practices set forth in Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co. (1977) 83 CPUC 149 
consistent with our d.iscussion in this opinion. 

2. Defendant shall notify managerial and supervisory personnel 
~:f' the interpretation in this decision within 30 days of its 

effective da.te, through the meeium or media of de:f'ende·%lt's choice • 

. ' . 
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3. Except as set forth above, other relief is denied, 
and this complaint is denied. 

This order becomes effective 30 days from today. 
J:>atedMay 2', 1984, at SMFranciseo, California. 

! ·~ll file a concurrinq opinion 
later. 
lsi LEONARD M. GRIMES, JR. 

Commissioner 

-9-
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LEONARD M. GRIMES, JR., Commissioner, Concurring: 

. ~.. . . '. " '. ... 

In this decision, the Commission denies the compl~int 
but directs Pacific Telephone to comply with ,our rules on 
telephone monitoring. Several months ago, I cxpres~ed my 
eisagreemcnt with these rules and I ~ still convinced that 

, .,' I' 

they. ';;':i:e. unnecessary, c\lmbcrsome and uncnforccabl~.. Noncth~less', 
I agree with today's decision;. as long as the rul,es .lre "on the 

. ~ 

books" the telephone companies should be required to adhere to 
them • 

M."y.2, 1984 
San, Francisco, 
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hold, and when the customer, about two minutes later, picked up the 
phone to call again, he got Littler tor an operator, and Littler 
again used the discourteous tone with the customer. ~he review 
further states that atter the second contact between Littler and the 
customer, Littler completed the call and then .stayed on the line and 
listened to it. ~he review concludes by the statement that Littler 
was interviewed, told that disciplinary action would be taken against 
him, and that he was being, suspended without pay pending 
investigation. The outcome ot the subsequent investigation (it ~~) 
is not included in the material forwarded with the complaint~ 

/' 
In most of the performance review, the, commentA' either 

the customer or the operator are paraphrased. There' :{,however, 
two quotations, one attributing remarks to the ope 
quoting the customer. 

Complaina.nts claim that the a.ctions t detendant violate 
our previous orders on the subject. They c e Pacific'Tel. &Tel~ , 
.££;:. (1971) 72 CPUC 78 as holding that tel phone companies. may 'not use 
information derived from supervisory mo itoring to. support 
disciplinary action. They also point out that we require a checklist 
form for supervisory ~~~nd ave ruled that direct quotations 
should not be taken down at the t' e of supervisory monitoring. 

Defendant's answer mov s to dismiss the complaint. 
Defendant admits the,t group ma ger Harp prepared the handwritten 
sunm.ary referred to above, bu· that this was not done at the time of 
the monitoring, when a stand/rd checklist form was used.. . 

In its answer the/defendant states that in its opinion, 
Li ttler' s conduct was extr me and that he should not, :escape 
discipline even assuming technical violation of our' rules·. 

A:f'ter reviewi g the complaint and the answer, the· 
administrative law jud e '(ALJ) wrote to the parties requesting the 
actua.l record or records of the supervisory monitoring (theichecklist 
form attached to the answer was a bla.nk exemplar'and not the 

" ' 

checklist form actually used) ~ In response to ,the lette~ ,'defendant 
sent the ALJ and complainants a declara.tion under penalty of perjury 
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&~~ M ~r~L. ~4-11t-L/ 
• ~.1 tther relief is denied, and this. complaint is denied. 

• 

• 

This order becomes effective 30 days from today. 
Dated . MAY 2 1984 , at San Francisco, California. 

I will file a concurring o~inion. 

" .. 

LEONARD M. GRIMES" JR. 
Commissioner 

" i 
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/' Proaido:lt 

VIC '. CALVO 
:?P. SCILLA C. CrrEN 
O~!ALD VIA::.,' 

WILLIAM T .. , :S..\GL~'Y 
Comm1~zioXlors 
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